Resolution Number: RS18-370
May, 2018

Whereas:
Dr. Guido Krickx holds an engineering degree from the Free University of Brussels, a
graduate degree in management from the Ghent University, a MBA from UCLA, and a
PhD in Management from UCLA; and

Whereas:
he was a faculty member at the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania, CSU
East Bay, and Saint Mary's College of California; and

Whereas:
he came to SF State from CSU Sacramento, where he served as Dean of the College of
Continuing Education; and

Whereas:
he speaks at least four languages, and uses them in his extensive travels and teaching
assignments abroad; and

Whereas:
he became SF State's Dean of the College of Extended Learning in April, 2016; and

Whereas:
during his tenure at the College of Extended Learning he improved fiscal and operational
transparency of the college, developed with partner colleges new revenue sharing
arrangements that more accurately reflect program costs, reorganized the college and
added a recruitment department, enhanced offerings for international students, and
recruited expertise in online learning; and

Whereas:
he is returning to faculty as a member of the Management Department in the College of
Business; therefore be it

Resolved:
that the Academic Senate, along with and the staff and administrators of the College of
Extended Learning, thank Dr. Guido Krickx for his inspired and courageous leadership of
the college, and for his advocacy for it; and be it further

Resolved:
that we recognize the significant stability and progress he has brought to CEL's operations and offerings; and be it further

Resolved:
that we welcome him in his return to the faculty and the classroom.